Custom Table:
Wood-Look Tile
“Outdoor-rated wood tile is an easy and relatively inexpensive
way to dress up the Plaza as a free-standing table ﬁt for a Modern
Farmhouse home. Durability and heat resistance with the look
of wood are the primary advantages of leveraging this look. Tile
design is always improving and high-deﬁnition looks in tile and the
possibilities for texture and tone are endless. I love natural-looking
wood ﬁnishes but if the space warrants a whitewashed look, tile
is an easy-to-clean white option; keep the grout lines dark for the
best look over time.”
GET THE LOOK
• Burner Size: 48" burner (starter and extension burner) with
optional glass wind shield using framing kit
• Product SKUs: ODPLAZA-L24S + ODPLAZA-L24E;
WS-ODPLAZA-L28S + WS-ODPLAZA-L28E;
FK-ODPLAZA-L24S, FK-ODPLAZA-L24E
• Gas Connection: Hard pipe gas line
• Framing/Structural Details: Plaza table starter and extension
framing kits
• Finishing Materials: Image shows a 6" x 24" tile. 6" tile
works perfectly on the table kit with 1/4” cement board
and an approximately ¼" grout line. If the tile isn’t exactly
6" wide, we recommend adjusting the grout line. Ensure
outdoor-rated grout and mortar are used.
RECOMMENDED LOOKS

Blond Wood Look
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Ebony Stained Wood Look

Whitewashed Wood Look

Natural Walnut Wood Look

Custom Table:
Framing Kit + Propane Tank Kit
“The 24" Plaza burner paired with the framing and propane
tank kits is the ultimate ﬁre pit solution when you are looking
for a custom look but space is at a premium and hard-piped
gas is not an option. Customize the look of the table by
choosing tiles or materials like stucco or a metal wrap that
coordinate with the outdoor space. If you are looking for a
larger table, add a framing kit extension to add length at one
or both ends of the table.”
GET THE LOOK
• Burner Size: 24" burner (starter and extension burner)
with optional glass wind shield using framing kit.
• Product SKU: ODPLAZA-L24S; WS-ODPLAZA-L28S;
FK-ODPLAZA-L24S; LPTK-ODPLAZA-L
• Gas Connection: LP Tank
• Framing/Structural Details: Plaza table kit + propane tank
kit. A propane tank is enclosed in the ﬁre pit structure. The
stainless steel door includes one-half of required ventilation
and makes for easy access to the propane tank for changeout. Ventilation on the side opposite the door is required
and will need to be cut from the ﬁnishing materials. Use
the door as a template for the right spot and size. Table feet
provide the required ﬂoor-level ventilation.
• Finishing Materials: Primary image shows a 6" x 24" tile.
6" tile works perfectly on the table kit with 1/4" cement
board and an approximately ¼” grout line. If the tile isn’t
exactly 6" wide, we recommend adjusting the grout line.
Ensure outdoor rated grout and mortar are used.

ALTERNATIVE STYLES

48" Table with 6" x 36" tiles in running bond layout

48” Table with 6" x 24" tiles in 1/3 offset layout
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Custom Table:
Tile-Top Table
“Cement tiles are a great way to bring pattern into a space.
Loose tiles give homeowners the option to update their space
as trends and tastes change and this table design uses the
tiles to hide the edges of the Plaza for a more integrated
look. The main image shows a coffee table but this concept
could be adjusted to dining- or pub-table height with more
overhang for a great dinner-party gathering piece.”
GET THE LOOK
• Burner Size: 24" burner (starter burner) with optional
glass wind shield.
• Product SKU: ODPLAZA-L24S; WS-ODPLAZA-L28S
• Gas Connection: Hard pipe gas line or 20-lb propane tank
• Framing/Structural Details: Custom board-formed
concrete with galvanized steel stud internal frame
• Finishing Materials: Image shows a 10" x 10" cement
tile with monochromatic tones for a dramatic piece; any
tile size can be used with a custom metal framed top.
The base shown is board-formed concrete which can be
supported by an galvanized steel stud internal frame.
For use with a propane tank, ensure proper ventilation,
height and access is designed into the structure (see
installation manual); a remote propane enclosure would
also be an option. For this look you can set the tile in
place instead of using grout and mortar, this allows you
to install the burner under the tile and still have access
for servicing with a quick removal of the tiles; just make
sure to include drainage under the tile when the top is
exposed to the elements.

ALTERNATIVE STYLES

Pub Table
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Dining Table

Custom Table:
Stucco/Concrete
“Finishing the Plaza with a custom Stucco or Concrete ﬁnish
brings an elegantly simple textured element to a space. It can
blend with the colors of the home or pop through the use of
stains. This table style is a perfect ﬁt for any Stucco home: draw
from Tudor elements, match a Mediterranean-style house, or
ﬁt right in at a contemporary-style house; the possibilities are
endless.”
GET THE LOOK
• Burner Size: 72" burner (starter and 2 extension burners)
with optional glass wind shield using framing kit.
• Product SKU: ODPLAZA-L24S + ODPLAZA-L24E (x2);
WS-ODPLAZA-L28S + WS-ODPLAZA-L28E (x2);
FK-ODPLAZA-L24S + FK-ODPLAZA-L24E (x2)
• Gas Connection: Hard pipe gas line
• Framing/Structural Details: Plaza framing kit
• Finishing Materials: Cover the table with 1/2" cement
board and coat in stucco or concrete, leave raw or coat with
a stain for a great rustic look. Ensure the material is noncombustible. Some sooting is normal, so neutrals or dark
colors will hide more than a bright white stucco.

RECOMMENDED LOOKS

Sandstone

Raw Concrete

Charcoal
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Fire Feature:
Extra-Long Table
“One of the most exciting things about the Plaza is the ability
bility
to build burners up to 10 feet long to meet the needs of any
outdoor space. This table pairs a 10-foot burner with our
framing kit which could be wrapped in patina-ﬁnished metal
tal
for an industrial look or stained concrete or stucco for a more
oe
or
rustic look. In an extra-long format the Plaza could be used
d tto
o
frame a gathering space or partition a large patio.”
GET THE LOOK
• Burner Size: 120" burner (starter and 4 extension
burners) with optional glass wind shield using framing kit.
• Product SKU: ODPLAZA-L24S + ODPLAZA-L24E (x4);
WS-ODPLAZA-L28S + WS-ODPLAZA-L28E (x4);
FK-ODPLAZA-L24S + FK-ODPLAZA-L24E (x4)
• Gas Connection: Hard pipe gas line
• Framing/Structural Details: Plaza framing kit
• Finishing Materials: Cover the table with 1/2" cement
nt board
and coat in stucco or concrete; leave raw or coat with a stain for
a great rustic look. Ensure the material is non-combustible.
ble. Some
sooting is normal, so neutrals or dark colors will hide more
ore than a
bright white stucco. If you are comfortable with the implications
plications
of working with and caring for steel outdoors, a sheet-metal
t l wrap
with a patina ﬁnish yields a great industrial look, and stainless steel
is an option, too, for a chic, modern, rust-free look.
RECOMMENDED LOOKS

Rusty Metal or Stained Concrete

Blued Steel or Stained Concrete

Stainless Steel

Concrete Look
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Fire Feature:
Block Retaining Wall
“The Plaza is so versatile it can be worked into hardscape
features to enhance landscaping in both front and back
yards. By building the Plaza into a retaining wall, a space
can be framed out with a great ﬁre feature integrated into
the hardscape feature for a beautiful and multi-functional
element. Or, use retaining wall blocks to build a freestanding
ﬁre pit for a structure that will look great for decades.”
GET THE LOOK
• Burner Size: 72" burner (starter and 2 extension
burners).
• Product SKU: ODPLAZA-L24S + ODPLAZA-L24E (x2);
WS-ODPLAZA-L28S + WS-ODPLAZA-L28E (x2)
• Gas Connection: Hard pipe gas line
• Framing/Structural Details: 7" x 7" x 3-1/2" block
• Finishing Materials: 7" x 7" x 3-1/2" retaining-wall
blocks can be used without cutting. Non-combustible
support will be needed to support the ends of the burner. The
optional glass wind shield can be added for windy locations.

Retaining Wall with Wind Screen

RECOMMENDED LOOKS

Sandstone
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Raw Concrete

Charcoal

Fire Feature:
Block Retaining Wall
“If your client has a need for terraced retaining walls,
consider building a stepped retaining wall with Plaza burners
built in. We’re showing one level here but the construction
could continue up as far as you need to create a wall of light
and ﬂame. Or if there’s a need for privacy, wind, or noise
reduction, this concept addresses those issues with a back
wall that can be raised as needed. The wall reﬂects the light
and warmth from the ﬂame back into the outdoor space,
creating a cozy atmosphere. For reduced gas usage, consider
installing individual burners or install a burner up to 10 feet
long for a dramatic look.”
GET THE LOOK
• Burner Size: 2 x 24" burner (2 starter burners)
• Product SKU: ODPLAZA-L24S (x2)
• Gas Connection: Hard pipe gas line or 2 remote propane tanks
• Framing/Structural Details: 7" x 7" x 3-1/2" block
• Finishing Materials: 7" x 7" x 3-1/2" retaining wall blocks can
be used without cutting, but non-combustible support will be
needed under the burners.

RECOMMENDED LOOKS

Sandstone

Raw Concrete

Charcoal
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Fire Feature:
Brick Table
“Brick is a classic material that stands the test of time in both
durability and style. A custom masonry ﬁre pit table will last
for decades and look great the whole time. Light colored brick
gives a great coastal vibe or match the brick to the home for
a wonderful built-in look. Be aware that soot can be expected
with any ﬁre pit, so plan color choices accordingly.”
GET THE LOOK
• Burner Size: 96" burner (starter and 3 extension burners).
• Product SKU: ODPLAZA-L24S + ODPLAZA-L24E (x3);
FK-ODPLAZA-L24S + FK-ODPLAZA-L24E (x4)
• Gas Connection: Hard pipe gas line
• Framing/Structural Details: Modular brick 3-5/8” x 2-1/4" x 7-5/8”
• Finishing Materials: Modular sized bricks can be used without
cutting in this running bond conﬁguration; switch up the brick
layout to achieve different looks and sizes. With this speciﬁc
layout, the wind screen doesn’t ﬁt on the ﬁre feature.

RECOMMENDED LOOKS

Painted White Basket Weave
Brick
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Multi-tonal Gray Brick

Terracotta Brick

Features & Options
FEATURES
• Rust-resistant stainless steel construction
• Match-light ignition: simply turn on the gas and ingite
• Available in 2', 4', 6', 8' and 10' lengths

OPTIONS
• Glass wind shield keeps the ﬂame looking great, even on
breezy days
• Coffee table framing kit to create a coffee table or create
a custom design for endless options
• Stainless steel cover protects the burner when not in use
• Interior media options complete the look with colored
glass media or lava rocks

Crystal

Cobalt

Ebony

Amber

Lava
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Speciﬁcations
Available in 2', 4', 6', 8' and 10' lengths
Top View

A

B

Starter Kit

26"
(660 mm)

24"
(610mm)

Starter Kit + 1 Extension

50"
(1,270mm)

48"
(1,219mm)

Starter Kit + 2 Extensions

74"
(1,880mm)

72"
(1,829mm)

Starter Kit + 3 Extensions

98"
(2,489mm)

96"
(2,438mm)

Starter Kit + 4 Extensions

122"
(3,099mm)

120"
(3,048mm)

Side View

5-3/8"
137mm

A

2"
51mm

Air Shutter
45° TYP
5-3/8"
137mm

B

7-3/8"
187mm

Clearances

Propane Tank Enclosure Clearances

Appliance enclosure must be
made entirely of non-combustible
materials

Opening shown at 180°
apart for reference only.
90° minimum.
C

B
A

E
5" max.

1" max.

D
Minimum clearances to
combustible walls,
floor and ceiling

D

in
mm
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A

B

17

17

C

D

2" min.

E

8

8

203

203

5" max.

